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Variety is the key to why I enjoy what I do. Most assignments are varied 
and challenging, there is satisfaction in dealing with different people 
and finding solutions to complex problems. Last but not least, assisting 
creditors to achieve realistic results is always satisfying.

ggranger@brifnsw.com.au
+61 (0)413 744 424
+61 (0)2 8263 2300
www.briferrier.com.au

Services 

 \  Business recovery and 
turnaround

 \ Business insolvency
 \ Personal insolvency
 \ Forensic accounting

 
Industry specialisations 

 \ Property and 
construction

 \ Retail
 \ Manufacturing
 \ Logistics
 \ Tourism and Hospitality

 
Qualifications and 
memberships 

 \ BCom (Accounting) - 
University of Western 
Sydney

 \ Registered liquidator
 \ Member, CA ANZ
 \ Member, ARITA
 \ Member, AGIA

Geoffrey has over 30 years’ experience in restructuring, turnaround and 
insolvency. As a registered liquidator, he has extensive experience in all 
areas of investigations and recoveries in reconstruction, turnaround and 
insolvency.

Geoff has worked across diverse industries including building and 
construction, property management, retail, manufacturing and hospitality.

The diversity of Geoff’s experience, coupled with a sharp insight, allows 
him to adopt the right strategy for each assignment, enabling the best 
result for the client. Geoff takes great pride in helping clients and finding 
solutions to complex problems. 

Outside of BRI Ferrier, Geoff enjoys the company of his extended family 
and friends. Additionally, he enjoys being involved with rugby union, 
even donning the boots occasionally.

Experience 

 \ Erebos Energy 
Early stage development of technology to improve recovery of oil 
deposits. Sale of intellectual property, ongoing funding to further 
develop the technology.

 \ JDP Group of Companies 
Restructure to complete outstanding construction projects. Payment 
of employee entitlements in full and enable a return to unsecured 
creditors.

 \ J and I Scaffolding 
Restructure to enable completion of projects and ongoing trading. 
Implementation of internal and other controls to ensure improved 
operations and profitability. Employment and business continue and 
unsecured creditor received an increased return.

 \ Craft beer manufacturer 
Improvements to production, marketing and other systems to reduce 
waste and improve profitability.

 \ Deceased Estate dispute 
Ongoing management of operations of five companies, including 
dealing daily trading issues relating to five commercial properties 
throughout NSW. Managing various litigation that formed part of the 
dispute in respect of the companies.
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